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About USHRN

and International Human Rights
Accountability Mechanisms

US Human Rights
Network
The US Human Rights Network
(USHRN) is a national network of organizations and individuals working to
strengthen a human rights movement
and culture within the United States led
by the people most directly impacted by
human rights violations. We work to
secure dignity and justice for all.1

USHRN places priority on elevating and amplifying
the voices of those who are marginalized and vulnerable, and whose voices are most often ignored.
Our work is guided by the following core principles:
•

Human rights are universal, interdependent, indivisible,
and inalienable.

•

Human rights movements must be led by those most
directly affected by human rights violations.

•

Human rights advocacy and organizing should
prioritize the struggles of the poor and most
marginalized groups in society.

•

Human rights movements must be inclusive and respect
and reflect the diversity within communities.

•

Human rights encompass civil, political, economic,
social, cultural, environmental, sexual, and
development rights for individuals, Peoples, and groups.

•
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ABOUT USHRN

International Human Rights
Accountability Mechanisms
USHRN works to engage our membership and the broader social justice community in the effective use of international human rights mechanisms as tools to
advance a domestic agenda based on human rights. One of those mechanisms is
the UPR, or Universal Periodic Review, a full review of the human rights record of
all the governments that are members of the United Nations (formally referred to
as Member States). The UPR process was created in 2006 and is overseen by the UN
Human Rights Council (HRC), which is made up of government representatives.
The UPR process provides countries with recommendations on how to address and
improve their human rights conditions. Specifically, the UPR assesses how and if
members are respecting, protecting, and fulfilling their human rights obligations
set out in: the UN Charter; the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR);
the human rights treaties and accords that each government has formally agreed to;
voluntary pledges and commitments made by each government (e.g., national
human rights policies and/or programs implemented); and, applicable international humanitarian law (or those laws governing armed conflicts).

p. 2
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The United States was first reviewed under the UPR in
2010. USHRN coordinated U.S. civil society groups’
efforts to influence the Review. In 2011 the United
Nations working group on the Universal Periodic
Review released its’ report of the United States with a
list of recommendations that was adopted by the
Human Rights Council.2 A few months later the U.S.
Government then decided which recommendations it
would adopt to work on until the next UPR review,3
which will take place May 11, 2015. In the lead up to
the May 2015 review, USHRN has once again been
organizing U.S. social justice groups to influence the
UPR. In conjunction with this review the U.S. Government submitted their required report to the United
Nations in February 2015.
The International Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD or more
commonly, CERD) is another international human
rights mechanism that USHRN coordinates U.S. civil
society engagement in. CERD is a human rights treaty
designed to protect individuals and groups from discrimination based on race, whether the discrimination
is intentional or is the result of seemingly neutral policies or practices. CERD is one of the few human rights
treaties that the United States has ratified (formally
accepted), and its standards are higher than those contained in domestic civil rights law and better suited to
address contemporary forms of discrimination. The
United States ratified CERD in 1994 and is therefore
bound by the provisions of the treaty. The provisions
include a periodic compliance review conducted by the
UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (the Committee, and sometimes referred to as
the CERD Committee).

On August 13 and 14, 2014, the UN Committee on the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination (hereafter, the
CERD Committee) reviewed the U.S. Government’s
record under CERD. USHRN organized a robust civil
society delegation of over 75 to the review and they
submitted reports and advocated in Geneva. Among
the civil society delegation were people directly
impacted by human rights violations, including Ron
Davis and Sybrina Fulton, whose sons (Jordan Davis
and Trayvon Martin, respectively) were shot to death
in Florida, one of many states with Stand Your Ground
laws on the books. The CERD Committee submitted
their concluding observations (recommendations) at
the end of August 2014, which included recommendations on a range of issues including racial profiling,
excessive force by law enforcement, immigration, environmental racism, political prisoners, violence against
women, criminalization of homelessness, children in
foster care, and the lack of accountability structures.
The CERD Committee also specified four areas (1.
investigate, prosecute, and punish excessive use of force
by law enforcement; 2. prevent excessive use of force; 3.
immigration; and 4. Guantanamo) that the U.S. Government is required to provide follow-up information
on steps taken in these areas within one year.

ABOUT USHRN

Section

2

Preface

Serious violations of human rights are occurring across the United States, and they
too often go under the radar. Issues of racial discrimination are rarely discussed
within the context of human rights in the United States, especially their aggravation
at the intersection of race and poverty. Environmental racism and access to reproductive health are downplayed as human rights issues at home, yet they feature
pervasively in the lives of people most directly impacted by injustice. The everyday
violence against transgender people and immigrant communities do not often
make the front page of newspapers. And the police violence we would call torture
anywhere else around the globe is called police brutality here. That was the impetus
for USHRN holding the human rights hearings across the United States that are
documented in this report.
These hearings allowed for documentation of testimonies from the very people being impacted by human
rights violations, and gave them the opportunity to
share their experience and inform advocacy, as they are
too often neglected in the public sphere. The hearings
also allowed for people’s personal stories to be properly
named and documented as human rights violations. In
seeking accountability, it is important to call these
injustices what they really are, and insist on universally
accepted human rights norms in developing remedies.
Finally, the hearings offered an intersectional approach
by recognizing that each individual’s identity has many
dimensions, and that these dimensions such as race,
gender and gender identity, economic and social class,
sexuality, disability, age, and immigration status etc. do
not exist in isolation.
The human rights violations that we heard about and
witnessed throughout the hearings are not unique
instances of injustice. Rather, the stories represent systemic issues stemming from the lack of enforcement
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and accountability mechanisms at both the state and
local level to protect the human rights of everyone in
the United States, especially those people most marginalized and vulnerable. We heard time and time again of
acts of omission by federal and local government that
started to sound like acts of commission.
The lack of accountability for the killing of young black
men in states with Stand Your Ground Laws sounded
very similar to the human rights violations by the State
for the militarization at our borders and the killing of
immigrant children. We heard the same anguish and
sadness from grandmothers in Gallup, New Mexico to
River Rouge, MI when they spoke of not letting their
grandchildren visit their homes because they feared for
their safety because of the toxic pollutants in their communities. By identifying common experiences across
the U.S. and placing these struggles in the context of a
larger human rights movement, the movement is
strengthened.

-

Introduction

About the Hearings

In 2012 and 2014-2015, the USHRN held human rights tours,
hearings, and trainings in partnership with local organizations in five locations across the United States: Detroit in
2012; Gallup and Albuquerque, NM, Phoenix, AZ, New
Orleans, LA in 2014 and McAllen, TX in 2015. These cities
were chosen in part because they represent different regions
across the United States that all have high rates of poverty,
and the hearings were able to bring communities together to
support families and children living in poverty and uphold
and advance their human rights.

LEFT: Josefina Neuarez testifying and holding up a picture of her son. Phoenix,
AZ Human Rights Hearing, July 31, 2014.

Right: Gay McDougall, Arizona and New Mexico Human Rights Hearings
Expert. 2014.

Photo Credit: Alonso Parrra

Photo Credit: Alonso Parra
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Each hearing lasted between two-three hours and gave
the opportunity for approximately 20 directly impacted
community members to speak about their personal
experience of human rights violations and suggested
recommendations to remedy the violations. Testifiers
were identified by partner organizations that work on
the ground with the participants in the communities.

Below are summaries of each hearing and tour by location, including the information on co-sponsorship and
experts. This information is to give the reader a sense of
each event, but note that the purpose is not to divide
issues by region or state. Rather this report aims to
show that because there is a systematic lack of enforcement structures across the United States we lack a
strong human rights regime. The result is that we end
up with similar rights violations time and time again
across the United States from policies and practices
that particularly effect the most vulnerable.

THE HEARINGS

Detroit

In August 2012, USHRN conducted a Human Rights training
and tribunal in Detroit, Michigan,4 with member group
Advocates for Environmental Human Rights, and the leadership
of Detroit based groups including: the Corktown Restorative
Justice Center, Detroit Hispanic Development Corporation,
GreenDoor Initiative, Human Synergy Works, Michigan
Coalition for Human Rights, Michigan Welfare Rights
Organization, Sierra Club, and the Sugar Law Center.

Left: Detroit Town Hall with UN Special Rapporteurs, October 2014.

Right: Detroit civil society marching for the human right to water.

Photo Credit: Daymon Hartley

Photo Credit: Daymon Hartley

The tribunal’s Human Rights panel of observers
included: Ejim Dike, Executive Director, US Human
Rights Network; Kali Akuno, Former Director of
Human Rights Education, US Human Rights Network;
and M. Thandabantu Iverson, Human Rights Activist,
Teacher, and Writer.
The hearings took place in the face of a number of
social and economic hardships affecting the city including widespread poverty with a disproportionate effect
on people of color, including people being forced out of
neighborhoods by major developments that create
environmental and public health problems.

Many of the human rights violations raised during the
hearing continue and in some cases have worsened.
Since the 2012 hearing Detroit has continued to deal
with a host of problems with bankruptcy, a city manager, privatization of many sectors, a water and foreclosure
crisis, and emergency manager overseeing public
schools. USHRN continues to support groups in
Detroit, and is attending and supporting a national and
international social movement gathering there at the
end of May 2015 on water, sanitation, and affordable
housing that the Michigan Welfare Rights Organization
and the People’s Water Board Coalition is organizing.5

Middle: Sylvia Orduno, Organizer, Michigan Welfare Rights Organization
(MWRO).
Photo Credit: Daymon Hartley
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THE HEARINGS

New Mexico

In July 2014 USHRN held two hearings and tours in New
Mexico (Gallup and Albuquerque) that were co-sponsored by
the New Mexico Environmental Law Center, the SouthWest
Organizing Project (SWOP), and the Multicultural Alliance
for a Safe Environment (MASE) (with their core group of
alliances: Bluewater Valley Downstream Alliance (BVDA);
Eastern Navajo Diné Against Uranium Mining (ENDAUM);
Laguna-Acoma Coalition for a Safe Environment (LACSE);
Post-71 Uranium Workers Committee (Post ’71); Red Water
Pond Road Community Association (RWPRCA)).

Left: Gallup, NM Human Rights Hearing Experts, Partners (MASE), and
USHRN Staff tour Indigenous Land affected by Church Rock Uranium Spill.
July 2014.
Photo Credit: Thomas DePree

Thirty-five years after the Church Rock uranium spill The panel of local and national distinguished human
(the largest nuclear accident in U.S. history in terms of rights experts that attended the tour and hearings in
radiation released and land impacted) devastated com- New Mexico included: Ejim Dike, Executive Director,
munities across New Mexico, the hearings gave those US Human Rights Network; Gay J. McDougall, Mullidirectly impacted by the spill and continued environ- gan Distinguished Visiting Professor of International
mental injustices, caused by the uranium mining and Law, Fordham University School of Law, formerly UN
milling industry, and other human rights violations an Independent Expert on Minority Issues and UN CERD
opportunity to share their experiences and join the Committee Member; Ron Davis, CEO, Jordan Davis
growing U.S. human rights movement. The tour Foundation; Marleine Bastein, Executive Director, Haitian
included a visit to the Acoma Pueblo, the Grants/Milan Women of Miami, FANM & 2013 USHRN Human Rights
areas, and the Churchrock and Red Water Pond com- Movement Builders Award Winner; and Petuuche Gilbert,
munities and Peoples. While in Albuquerque, the tour Acoma Pueblo, Indigenous World Association (IWA).
included visiting communities plagued by the environmental racism of multiple industries polluting.

Middle: Roberto Roibal, SWOP NM and Ron Davis, Hearing Expert,
Albuquerque, NM Hearing. July 2014.
Photo Credit: Aurea Cardial
RIGHT: Human Rights Hearing, Gallup, NM. July 29, 2015.
Photo Credit: Thomas DuPree
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THE HEARINGS

Arizona

In July 2014 USHRN held a tour and hearing in Phoenix,
Arizona that was co-sponsored by the Puente Human Rights
Movement, The Border Network for Human Rights, Coalición
de Derechos Humanos, Black Alliance for Just Immigration
(BAJI), and the Samuel DeWitt Proctor Conference.

LEFT: Arizona Hearing Tour, Presentation by the Colibri Center for Human
Rights, Missing Migrant Project, Map Showing Rise in Deaths on the Mexico/
Arizona Border.
Photo by: Alonso Parra
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The Arizona hearing took place in light of ongoing The panel of local and national distinguished human
human rights violations occurring across Arizona - rights experts that attended the tour and hearing in
particularly widespread reports of police violence, bor- Arizona included: Ejim Dike, Executive Director, US
der killings, inhumane treatment of indigenous and Human Rights Network; Gay J. McDougall, Mulligan
undocumented people, and racial discrimination. The Distinguished Visiting Professor of International Law,
hearing was followed by a tour of the United States/ Fordham University School of Law, formerly UN IndeMexico border in Nogales, the Hope and Peace campus pendent Expert on Minority Issues and UN CERD
in Sonora Mexico, the Kino Border Initiative in Mexico, Committee Member; Ron Davis, CEO, Jordan Davis
and an observation of Operation Streamline court pro- Foundation; Marleine Bastein, Executive Director, Haitian
ceedings, the medical examiner’s office, and Derechos Women of Miami, FANM & 2013 USHRN Human
Humanos in Tucson.
Rights Movement Builders Award Winner, and Arizona
natives Rosalee Gonzalez, Secretariat of the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues & Faculty Associate,
Arizona State University, and Michelle Tellez, Arizona
State University. Dept. of Gender & Women’s Studies.

RIGHT: Human Rights Hearing, Punete Human Rights Movement Office,
Phoenix, AZ, July 2014.
Photo Credit: Alonso Parra
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THE HEARINGS

New Orleans

Louisiana

The hearing in New Orleans was co-sponsored by the New
Orleans Workers’ Center for Racial Justice (NOWCRJ), Congress
of Day Laborers, BreakOUT!, Vote NOLA, Advocates for
Environmental Human Rights, Survivors Village, Public
Interest Law & Advocacy Resource of Coastal Louisiana
(PILAR), Families and Friends of Louisiana’s Incarcerated
Children (FFLIC), VAYLA, and Women with a Vision.

ALL Photos: New Orleans Hearing - tour and rally.
RIGHT: Housing Activist, Robert ‘Kool Black’ Horton, former St Thomas public
housing, now River Garden mixed income development community
MIDDLE and LEFT: Young activists at the rally.
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The hearing and tour took place to record and document testimonies from community members whose
human rights have been violated, particularly in the
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and the Gulf oil spill,
noting the upcoming ten and five year anniversaries,
respectively. Among the key concerns addressed at the
hearing were racial bias, police violence, housing
discrimination, mass incarceration, women and
LGBTQI rights, environmental health, the right to education, and other regional human rights issues.
The tour including visiting local courts, schools, and
housing developments, and ended with visiting
USHRN members joining local advocates at the “Children’s March for Human Rights.” The march, organized
by NOWCRJ and Congress of Day Laborers, was led by
the children of immigrant reconstruction workers in
New Orleans marching to demand an end to human
rights violations including race-based immigration
raids. It was followed by a City Hall press conference
where we jointly called on Mayor Mitch Landrieu to

end police involvement in immigration raids and other
forms of state violence. LGBTQI youth advocacy organization BreakOUT! also announced the release of
their new report We Deserve Better - A Report on Policing
in New Orleans By and For Queer and Trans Youth of
Color at this event.6
The hearing was held on Friday October 24, 2014 and
community members testified on a variety of human
rights violations. The panel of local and national distinguished human rights experts that attended the tour
and hearing in New Orleans included: Lisa Crooms,
Dean and Professor of Law, Howard University Law
School; Michelle DePass, Dean of the Milano School of
International Affairs, Management, and Urban Policy
at The New School; Lolis Ellie, New Orleans Civil
Rights Attorney (who represented the CORE sit-in
Supreme Court Case); and Gerald Lenoir, President of
Lenoir and Associates and Former Executive Director
of the Black Alliance for Just Immigration.

THE HEARINGS

Lower
Rio Grande
Valley

Texas

The hearing in the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas was
co-hosted by the Center for Reproductive Rights and the
National Latina Institute for Reproductive Health, along with
USHRN. The event was also co-sponsored by the Human
Rights Coalition of South Texas, ACLU of Texas, Ibis Reproductive Health, NARAL Pro-Choice Texas, Planned Parenthood
Texas Votes, Texas Freedom Network, Texas Research Institute,
Whole Woman’s Health, CUNY School of Law International
Women’s Human Rights Clinic, and University of Texas
School of Law Human Rights Clinic.

LEFT: Lucy Ceballos Félix, Senior Texas Field Coordinator, National Latina
Institute for Reproductive Health, Human Rights Hearing, Brownsville, TX,
March 9, 2015.
Credit: Chi Nguyen, Center for Reproductive Rights.
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Right: Rally outside Whole Women’s Health clinic, McAllen, TX,
March 8, 2015.
Credit: Chi Nguyen, Center for Reproductive Rights.
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The hearing took place to provide a public forum for
women directly impacted by the reproductive health
crisis in Texas to speak about their inability to access
reproductive health care, and the human rights consequences of this lack of access on their health and lives.
The women of the Lower Rio Grande Valley who testified
publicly are not those typically consulted by Texas lawmakers when crafting policy decisions on reproductive
health. But they are the ones who live daily with the
consequences of these decisions.
The tour in the Rio Grande Valley included joining the
leaders of the Texas Latina Advocacy Network for a
junta communitaria or community meeting in a colonia
near Mission, followed by a visit to the Whole Women’s
Health Clinic in McAllen (the only abortion clinic still
open in the Valley, serving a population of 1.5 million
people). The tour concluded with joining in the first
International Women’s Day march and rally in the Valley. The event took place in Brownsville, TX adjacent to
the Mexico border.

The hearing was held on Monday, March 9 in McAllen,
Texas. It featured testimony from women who shared
their personal experiences and three health care providers.
The panel of distinguished human rights experts that
attended the tour and hearing in Texas included: Marielena Hincapié, Executive Director, National Immigrant Law Center (NILC); Regina Támes Noriega,
Executive Director, Grupo de Información en Reproducción Elegida (Mexico); Cynthia Soohoo, Director,
International Women’s Human Rights Clinic, CUNY
Law School; Alicia Yamin, Policy Director, FrancoisXavier Bagnoud Center for Health and Human Rights,
Harvard School of Public Health; Cathy Albisa, Executive
Director, National Economic & Social Rights Initiative;
Ed Zuroweste, Chief Medical Officer, Migrant Clinicians Network (TX); and Sera Bonds, Founder/CEO,
Circle of Health International(TX).

THE HEARINGS

Amplifying the Struggle

for Human Rights in the United States
“[With these hearings] we want to raise awareness about human rights concerns
and violations that are under the radar. We will share one another’s stories and build
our collective voice and power. This is human rights movement building—people
coming together to talk about rights being violated and how to get justice.”
–Ejim Dike, Executive Director of the US Human Rights Network 7

The mission of the US Human Rights Network (USHRN) is to
build the collective power and voice necessary to ensure
United States accountability to universally accepted human
rights standards and establish a lasting human rights culture in
the United States. As such, USHRN recognizes that, all too often,
the voices of those most affected by human rights violations
in the United States, and the human rights issues that are
most pressing to them, are absent from the formal discussions
and procedures established to address human rights violations
in the United States.
To that end, and in advance of the May 2015 UN Universal Periodic Review (UPR)8 of the United States’ full
human rights record and tied to the UN Committee on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(CERD) review of the United States, USHRN, in partnership with local grassroots organizations, convened a
series of human rights trainings, hearings, and tours
throughout the United States to record and document
testimonies from communities and individuals directly
impacted by human rights abuses in the United States
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and to share these stories with panels of local and
national distinguished human rights experts. The purpose of the hearings were to: gather on the ground
information on human rights abuses prevalent or
unique to each region; connect human rights abuses
across the regions and country, to establish the patterns
of violations common in vulnerable populations; and
to raise the awareness of human rights experts and
government representatives on issues addressed during
the hearings. The hearings are part of a broader national
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and international effort by USHRN to expand awareness around urgent and often overlooked human rights
issues in the United States.

came up again and again as a pressing and urgent concern
for local communities at each of USHRN’s hearings.

This report is a compilation and analysis of the testimoIn 2012 and 2014-2015, USHRN, in partnership with nials and issues shared with USHRN at its human
local and state organizations, held human rights hear- rights hearings and tours. It is not meant to serve as a
ings and tours in six locations across the United States: comprehensive review of human rights violations in
Detroit, MI in 2012; Gallup and Albuquerque, NM, the United States. Rather, it represents the stories of
Phoenix, AZ, New Orleans, LA in 2014; and McAllen, individuals and communities who are living with the
TX in 2015. The individuals that testified at the hear- impact of multiple human rights abuses, fighting for
justice, and demanding action from
ings spoke on border killings, inhuthose responsible and in a position of
mane treatment of undocumented
[This report] represents
authority to make a difference. Our
children and families, racial discrimithe stories of individuals
analysis adheres to an international
nation, police violence, violence
and communities who
human rights framework, including
directed at the transgender commuan intersectional analysis of the ways
are living with the impact
nity, continued exposure to toxic air
different
forms of discrimination and
and water, and lack of access to reproof multiple human rights
disadvantage
intersect and overlap—
ductive healthcare.
abuses, fighting for justice,
and demanding action from to better understand the full impact of
human rights violations on individuWhile some of these issues have garthose responsible and in
als and populations.10
nered national and international
a
position
of
authority
to
attention and official responses, many
make a difference.
of them languish under the radar. For
example, the 2015 United States’ official submission to the Universal Period Review process
does not specifically address many of the issues that
arose at the human rights hearings; and even when
they do, the government’s focus or analysis differs from
the perspective of the testifiers at the human rights
hearings.9 For example, while the government’s submission to the UPR discusses government efforts to
address discrimination against the LGBTQI community, there is no discussion of the extraordinary violence
transgender individuals experience—an issue that

THE HEARINGS

Section

3

Speaking Up About Human Rights
Abuses in the United States

The United States has historically been seen as a champion for human rights around
the globe and was instrumental in the drafting of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR)—one of the birth-documents of legally enshrined human
rights worldwide. Yet when it comes to human rights at home, many individuals
within the country face egregious human rights violations in nearly every area of
their lives, with little recourse within the United States to hold those responsible
accountable, and to enforce the human rights commitments of the nation.
The devastating impact of this reality was clear in the testimonials shared with
USHRN and its allies in cities across the United States. While every individual and
community faces unique challenges, there were common themes that emerged
from the stories told.
One is that the communities of color and poor communities are most likely to be targets of human rights
abuses—experiencing them at a greater rate, in multiple ways, and with an especially devastating impact to
their health, safety, dignity, and well-being. As USHRN
former board member Professor Bill Quigley noted at
the conclusion of the New Orleans hearing:
We have heard a dozen or more stories tonight
about people in control telling us how to speak, how
to work, where our kids can go to school, statesponsored violence, state-enabled violence, the connection between race, poverty, politics, our toxic
environment and our toxic government. These are
the themes of our life that run through all these
stories. We can see tonight who the government is
doing this to—those that don’t have power.11
Below is an analysis of the themes that emerged from
the human rights violations that individuals presented
at USHRN’s human rights hearings.
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SPEAKING UP

Violence and Harassment:

Acts of Commission, Targeted Populations,
and Failure to Protect

“In spirit, I know my son [17-year old Jordan Davis, killed by a man invoking
Florida’s Stand Your Ground Law]12 and Jose Antonio Elena Rodriquez [a
16-year old shot by border patrol agents]13 are standing together. From Florida
to Nogales, we will get justice for our children.”
—Ron Davis, father of Jordan and USHRN hearing expert 14

p. 12
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Throughout the course of USHRN’s human rights hearings, people spoke of the struggle for safety, security,
and dignity in communities permeated with violence
directed at the most vulnerable members of the population—excessive and unprompted use of force by
police; militarized responses to border safety; a wholesale lack of accountability for the deaths of individuals,
whether killed by private actors or law enforcement;
pernicious harassment of individuals and communities
who live and work at the margins, without consequence

to the perpetrators. This impunity compounds the devastating impact of violence, adding to the destruction
of whole lives and entire communities. Of special concern is the way in which this violence—and lack of
accountability for it—most often targets communities
of color living in poverty. Below are testimonials to the
issues that arose most frequently across USHRN’s
series of human rights hearings, as it relates to violence
and its impact on the realization of human rights.

Left: New Orleans Hearing Tour, Voice Of The Ex-Offender (VOTE) materials
for protest outside New Orleans Parish Criminal District Court, October 2014.

RIGHT: Ron Davis Standing next to mural of Jose Antonio Elena Rodriguez with
wings and a bullet proof vest. Arizona/Mexico hearing tour. July 2014.

Photo Credit: Mike Ward

Photo Credit: Alonso Parra

VIOLENCE AND HARASSMENT

Abuse of Power by Police

“Trust and confidence in our police department could not be lower. Officer
morale could not be lower. And violent crime in our city remains one of the
highest in the nation. We’re on the top-five list for many things in our city
that we’re not proud of.”
–Allison McCray, Independent Police Monitor’s Office, New Orleans hearing 15
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In the United States, the police are tasked with the responsibility to promote public
safety and protect people from harm. All too often, police have used their authority
to profile, harass, or even kill the people they have a duty to protect. Racial profiling
by police bring people of color—especially young men—into contact with law
enforcement at far greater and disproportionate rates than white people. This also
means that people of color are more likely to be the targets of police violence. This
does great harm to the victims of police abuse and their loved ones—it also alienates whole communities from law enforcement and erodes the credibility and trust
of the police with the public. While racial minorities in the United States have historically mistrusted the police, a 2014 Pew Research Center/USA Today survey
found that the majority of people in the United States, regardless of race, “collectively give relatively low marks to police departments around the country for holding officers accountable for misconduct, using the appropriate amount of force,
and treating racial and ethnic groups equally.”16
National data on the use of police force in the United
States is hard to assess—statistics on incidents of police
violence, including lethal force, are difficult to obtain or
non-existent. What data has been collected indicates
young men of color, and in particular black men, are
most likely to experience police violence. For example,
a 2014 ProPublica report found that black males are 21
times more likely to be shot by police than their white
counterparts. According to the report, “The 1,217
deadly police shootings from 2010 to 2012 captured in
the federal data show that blacks, age 15 to 19, were
killed at a rate of 31.17 per million, while just 1.47 per
million white males in that age range died at the hands
of police.”17

Police violence was a strong theme at several of USHRN’s
hearings and tours. In Albuquerque, NM, USHRN
heard stories of the way police brutality impacts lives
and communities. These stories fit within a larger narrative
of the way the police force in Albuquerque treat its residents. In response to numerous incidents, the U.S.
Department of Justice opened an investigation into the
city’s police department. The final report, released in
April 2014, found that the Albuquerque police department “engages in a pattern or practice of use of excessive
force, including deadly force, in violation of the Fourth
Amendment” and that “of the 20 officer-involved shootings resulting in fatalities from 2009 to 2012…the
majority of these shootings were unconstitutional.” 18

ABUSE OF POWER BY POLICE

In New Orleans, young Black men are too often the targets of unnecessary police
force and brutality. Activists spoke of the case of Wendell Allen. In 2013, Allen, 20,
was in his mother’s house when the police conducted a raid, in search of evidence
of drug dealing. Wearing only a pair of jeans and sneakers, Allen was shot almost
instantly after appearing at the top of the staircase as law enforcement marched up
the stairs. He died within seconds.19

At USHRN’s hearing in New Orleans, two representatives from the city’s Independent Police Monitor, which
takes in about 800 complaints a year from the community, spoke of the toll police harassment and violence
has taken on the city.20 They noted that police morale is
low and community trust is low. They have also
acknowledged that: “The U.S. government must ensure
that New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina does not
become the precedent for law enforcement in major
emergencies in other U.S. cities.”21
One approach to addressing police violence in New
Orleans has been to require that New Orleans field officers wear body cameras. However, federal monitors
found that the cameras were turned on only one-third
of the time when officers got physical with people. The
monitor team reviewed reports of all 145 “use of force
events” logged by the New Orleans Police Department’s
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Force Investigation Team in the first five months of
2014. It found only 49 reports clearly indicated the
event had been recorded (34 percent). Of the remainder, 86 reports indicated no video was shot or preserved, and in 10 other cases it could not be determined
if a video recording had been made.22
In its submission to the UPR, the U.S. Government
noted that “where there is individual or systemic officer
misconduct, appropriate responses are required. In the
past six years, the U.S. Department of Justice has
opened more than 20 civil investigations into police
departments that may be engaging in a pattern or practice of conduct that deprives persons of their rights.
These investigations have focused on excessive force,
discrimination, coercive sexual conduct, and unlawful
stops, searches, and arrests.”23 United Nations Treaty
bodies have expressed concern about violence
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perpetrated by law enforcement. In April 2014, the UN perpetrators are prosecuted and, if convicted, punished
Human Rights Committee in its recommendations with appropriate sanctions; that investigations are reregarding the U.S. Government’s adherence to the opened when new evidence becomes available; and
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights that victims or their families are provided with ade(ICCPR), called upon the U.S. to step up in its efforts to quate compensation. Also, the Committee recommended that the United States
prevent the excessive use of force
intensify its efforts to prevent the
by law enforcement officers. 24
In April 2014, the UN Human
Then again in November 2014,
excessive use of force. These recRights Committee... called upon
the UN Committee against Torommendations on excessive use
the U.S. to step up in its efforts to
ture detailed their concerns
of force were one of four issue
prevent the excessive use of force
regarding reports of police brutalareas that the CERD Committee
by law enforcement officers.
ity and excessive use of force by
specifically requested that the U.S.
law enforcement in the United
Government provide follow-up
States, in particular “against persons belonging to cer- information on action taken in regards to these recomtain racial and ethnic groups…”25 While the CERD mendations within one year of the adoption of the
Committee recommended that each allegation of concluding recommendations in August 2014.
excessive use of force by law enforcement officials is
promptly and effectively investigated; that the alleged

ABUSE OF POWER BY POLICE

Violence, Profiling, Harassment,
and Detention of Immigrants
“Now we are seeing death as a regular part of the migration process.”
— Isabel Garcia, Coalicion de Derechos Humanos, Phoenix, AZ hearing 26

Nearly 41 million immigrants live in the United States today—“a historical numeric
high for a country that has been a major destination for international migrants
throughout its history.”27 Of those, at least 11.3 million are undocumented immigrants (individuals who are out-of-status and—do not have current green cards,
work visas, or other similar documentation).28 The fact that the United States does
not have a comprehensive immigration policy creates conditions in which immigrants—especially undocumented immigrants—are vulnerable to a variety of
human rights abuses and indignities. Additionally, expansion of the U.S. immigration enforcement system has tremendous, negative implications on the protection
of the human rights of non-citizens in the United States.

TOP: Medical Examiner’s Office, Tuscon, AZ. Showing bones of missing
migrants. Arizona Hearing Tour. July 2014.
Photo Credit: Alonso Parra.
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VIOLENCE, PROFILING, HARASSMENT AND DETENTION OF IMMIGRANTS

“[This place] doesn’t welcome immigrants
– it’s a place where we’ve been chased,
pushed away, excluded.”
—unnamed participant in AZ hearings

Left: Mural from AZ/MX Tour. Image of teen Jose Antonio Elena Rodriguez
killed by Border Control with eyes covered and Justice stifled. July 2014.
Photo Credit: Alonso Parra.
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RIGHt: Arizona Hearing, Richard Borden of Border Patrol Victims Network
testifying with banner in the background of faces of individuals killed at the
border. July 2014.
Photo Credit: Alonso Parra
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Despite accepting several UPR recommendations from
the previous review in 2010 related to protecting
human rights in the immigration system the United
States has increasingly relied on summary deportation
procedures, which fail to guarantee non-citizens’ rights
to due process, access to counsel, presentation of their
case before a judge, and other fundamental safeguards
of fairness.29 The abuses have been felt most acutely
along the U.S-Mexico border, where a militarized
approach to securing the border has profoundly
impacted the lives and safety of the migrants, immigrants, and Indigenous communities living along the
border. The lack of protections put individuals and
families at risk of separation, indefinite confinement,
deportation back to dangerous places, and even death.
Killings of immigrants by border patrol agents were of
grave concern to testifiers at USHRN’s hearings, especially those testifying in Arizona and New Mexico. Testifiers also raised concerns about the use of non-deadly
force and harassment by border patrol agents. Richard

Borden of Border Patrol Victims Network noted the
excessive use of force against “boys who throw rocks” at
the border.30 During the human rights tour organized
by USHRN and its’ partners in Arizona, USHRN’s staff
and expert panelists visited the site where José Antonio
Elena Rodríguez, whom border patrol agents accused
of throwing rocks, was shot ten times by border patrol.
One testifier, Robert Cruz, described the difficulty of
living along the border, including a non-fatal shooting
by border patrol of two young men from his reservation.31 Individuals spoke about the lack of accountability for border patrol agents, and the failure of officials to
conduct a transparent investigation of the circumstances surrounding the killings. As Borden, of the
Border Patrol Victims Network, noted, “there are no
consequences” for border killings and violence.32 In a
2013 report, the ACLU examined 19 border killings,
and found that there had been “no transparent investigations of these incidents that release the details of the
events—including government video recordings to the
public.33

VIOLENCE, PROFILING, HARASSMENT AND DETENTION OF IMMIGRANTS

Additional recent investigative reporting by advocacy groups and journalists reiterate
Borden’s point. In December of 2013, The Arizona Republic found that in the 42
deadly shootings by border agents examined by the paper, dating from 2005, no agent
was subject to any administrative penalties.34 As the reporter of the piece, Bob
Ortega, noted, “The degree to which no action is taken, the degree to which it’s
opaque and impossible to find out what happens when an agent uses deadly force under
questionable circumstances, to me is something that is a matter of great concern.”35

The lack of accountability extends to other use-of-force
incidents committed by border patrol. A 2014 report by
the American Immigration Council examined over 809
complaints, made over the course of three years, of
excessive force and physical abuse by border agents.36
They found that in those cases, only 13, or just 3%,
resulted in any administrative disciplinary action
against an agent.37 When discipline was meted out, it
was most likely in the form of counseling. Disciplinary
decisions took an average of 122 days to complete, and
many cases stayed open for years.38
Government entities and law enforcement groups have
raised concerns about use of force at the border, and
the system by which incidents are investigated. A 2013
report by the Department of Homeland Security Office
of the Inspector General that examined use of force
incidents by border patrol, including those resulting in
death, was “unable to determine the total number of
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excessive force allegations and investigations involving
[border patrol] employees,” given the way the department tracked such incidents.39
In a report commissioned by the U.S. government
agency which oversees border security, the U.S. Border
and Customs Protection Agency, the Police Executive
Research Forum (PERF), an independent law enforcement group, reviewed 67 use of force cases, 19 of them
involving death.40 The scathing report by PERF cited
the agency’s “lack of diligence” in investigating cases,
and questioned whether the agency “consistently and
thoroughly” investigated use of force incidences.41 The
report also raised questions about whether, in some
cases, border patrol agents contributed to the escalation of situations that led to use-of-force, in particular
shootings where an individual was driving a car.
According to the report, “It is suspected that in many
vehicle shooting cases, the subject driver was
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attempting to flee from the agents who intentionally
put themselves into the exit path of the vehicle, thereby
exposing themselves to additional risk and creating
justification for the use of deadly force.”42 This critique
is reflected in a story told by a testifier at a USHRN
hearing in Arizona, who spoke of “two boys” being shot
by border patrol, after the authorities claimed the
young men were “deliberately running at the border
patrol vehicle” with their car.43 The PERF report was
completed in 2013, but, after the U.S. Border and Customs Protection Agency tried to prevent the findings
from being released, was not made public until 2014
pursuant to a public records request.44

border has increased, migrants are crossing through
more remote and dangerous routes. In 2013, the federal
government recorded at least 477 deaths along the border—more than any time since 2005.45 This averages to
nearly five migrants dying every four days. In her testimony, Isabel Garcia spoke of her worry that “no one is
taking responsibility for the deaths [from causes in
addition to violence from border patrol].”46 In a 2013
report, the ACLU cited the deaths of 5,600 “unauthorized border crossers” over the past decade, tying their
deaths, in part, to “enforcement only approached [that]
include border strategies designed to funnel migrants
into the deadliest regions of the desert.”47

Testifiers at USHRN’s hearings also raised concerns
about other causes of death at the border due to extreme
conditions including dehydration, heat exposure, and
hypothermia in the deserts, which claim hundreds of
lives on Unites States soil each year. As security at the

USHRN hearing testifiers who identified as immigrants
and Latina/o spoke at length of the pernicious and
unabated profiling and harassment they experience
constantly at the hands of law enforcement.
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Police profiling related to immigration especially impacts Hispanics (or those perceived to be Hispanic) in the United States According to the Pew Hispanic Center’s
2008 National Survey of Latinos, nearly one-in-ten (9%) Hispanics said they had
been stopped by the police or other authorities and asked about their immigration
status.48 In a 2009 study by the Southern Poverty Law Center on police profiling of
Latina/os living in the Southeast, forty-seven percent of the respondents said they
knew someone who had been treated unfairly by police.49 In a 2012 complaint the
U.S. Department of Justice filed against police officers in Arizona, police in Maricopa County (Phoenix) stopped Latino drivers from four to nine times more than
other drivers.50

These statistics mirror the experiences of USHRN’s
hearing testifiers. In Phoenix, Ricardo Cortez spoke of
being stopped by a police officer for a broken taillight,
and having the officer point a gun in his face. Cortez
said, “[The officer] said ‘Don’t do anything, I can shoot
you in the face.’ He said to my wife, ‘don’t move, I can
stop you too.’”51 Another testifier, Marca, spoke of the
frequency of the stops:
The police will stop you if you’re walking with too
many children or listening to Spanish music, they’ll
ask to see your papers. If you live in certain areas of
town, police will be there almost immediately. The
police have the power to stop us – make comments,
shout sexist things, harass us on the streets. It’s too
hard to come here. We receive so much abuse…This
is not just an issue, it is a crisis. The most important
thing is that we are strong and we are together. We
can tell the police we won’t stand for this.52
LEFT: Woman from Honduras with grandson, his mother is in US and ill. Kino
Border Initiative, Sonora, MX. Arizona/Mexico hearing tour. July 2014

Right: Jolene Elberth, Translator, Congress of Day Laborers & Jimmy Barraza
testifying, New Orleans Hearing, November 2014.

Photo Credit: Alonso Para

Photo by: Mike Ward
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In New Orleans, where many migrants came after Hurricane Katrina to help rebuild the city,53 many Latino
residents live in fear of being profiled and arrested by
Immigration and Customs Enforcement. 54 Testifier
Jimmy Barraza spoke of being stopped, handcuffed,
and threatened in front of his home and family:
Immigration came up with guns already in their
hands and pointed at us. I didn’t want to move
because I was afraid that they would shoot me. They
took my wallet and handcuffed me without saying
anything to me. They never said that they were
looking for anyone in particular, they just came and
arrested everyone who was there; there were two
other people as well. Then they took us to the back
of their truck and took our fingerprints using an
electronic device in the back of their car. After my
stepson came out, who is 17…the two agents
grabbed him and threw him on the ground. They
never asked him if he was a citizen or what his
status was, they just handcuffed him and threw
him on the ground. I think this is a real injustice,
because they approached us because we look Latino.
This was during a time of mass raids across the city
by immigration.55
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Left: Modesto Medina, New Orleans hearing testifier, showing ankle bracelet
put on her while pregnant. October 2014.
Photo Credit: Mike Ward

Right: Erikola Andiola and Lupita Arreola, Phoenix, AZ Hearing. July 2014.

Another New Orleans testifier, Modesto Medina, spoke
of the consequences for her when she contacted the
police for help:
One day, I made a police report to NOPD because
someone had broken my car window and what the
police did was call immigration. Immigration came
to my house, arrested me and put me into deportation proceedings because at the time I was pregnant
and they could not deport me yet. I went into my
check-ins, and two months after I had my baby they
put an ankle monitor on me. The next time my car
window got broken into again, I was too scared to
call the cops because I already have the ankle bracelet but I was afraid they would take my husband
away this time. Now I have a deportation order.56
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Some USHRN testifiers were targeted because of their
own activism for immigration rights—or that of family
members. In Phoenix, Lupita Arreola spoke of being
detained by law enforcement after her daughter, Erika
Andiola, became active in the movement for the rights
of immigrants brought to the United States when they
were children:
One night I was with my children…there was a
knock at the door. They might have been from ICE
or the police. They came looking for me; because of
Erika’s activism, they were targeting me. She was
very public, open, and had talked to many students.
They came looking for me, and my sons, to repress
her, quiet her voice. They came for me and I didn’t
know what to do – I couldn’t afford a lawyer. They

came for me at 4 am, and to take me to Mexico.
Erika activated thousands of people to stop it, to
stop midnight deportations. I came back just a few
minutes from the border. I heard what she had done
– and learned that I would be freed.”57
Erika noted, “This is happening all over the country,
every day – people are detained and separated from
their families. The President has the power: people who
are detained…they can be released and continue the
deportation process free.”58As a Phoenix testifier said,
referring to the frequency with which police stop those
they perceive to be undocumented immigrants, “This
happens all over the United States—we call [them]
‘insecure communities’ because of all the discrimination.”59
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The militarization of the border, and the racial profiling and harassment of
immigrants goes hand-in-hand with increased efforts by the U.S. Government to
aggressively deport unauthorized immigrants in the United States. Under President
Obama, the administration “has changed enforcement tactics to achieve…recordbreaking removals.”60 In 2014, the Department of Homeland Security released its
deportation statistics from 2013, which revealed that the Obama administration
set a record for deportations, removing 438,421 individuals from the United
States—up nearly 5 percent from the 418,397 removals in 2012.61 The deportation
administrative process is increasingly made up of out-of-court deportations and in
2013, summary removals reached “an all-time high of 83 percent of all removals—363,000 individuals removed without a court hearing.”62 Forty-four percent of
removals (193,032) were “expedited removals,” of those apprehended at or within
100 miles of a border without proper papers.63

One of these systems that contributes to the record place. [We] are just running away to seek for shelter “women locked up there for months. I lost hope of being
breaking removals is Operation Streamline, a system and for safety. [I] apologize for crossing the border and let free – women were there for months without being
implemented in 2005 that requires the federal criminal for coming over here, that [I] am not criminal, [I do] able to see families. I’m scared because immigration
prosecution and imprisonment of all persons who no consider [myself] a criminal…that [I] shouldn’t officers told them they had no hope, forcing them to
cross the United States-Mexico border without permis- have crossed but, well, [I] was in danger.”65
sign deportation papers.”69 A testifier in Albuquerque,
64
Mauricio deSegovia who works for an immigrants
sion from the government. This removes prosecutorial discretion to decide whether the immigrant should Operation Streamline has caused a surge in case loads rights organization in Albuquerque noted, “Many of
be deported through the formal removal process in the in 8 of the districts along the border resulting in en the people who are now being held [in detention] are
civil immigration system. Most Operation Streamline masse hearings where as many as 80 defendants plead not getting enough access to legal representation and
defendants are migrants from Mexico or Central guilty at one time, which deprives these individuals of are not able to explain exactly what they are feeling and
America who do not have prior criminal convictions their right to due process.66 A full 99% of Operation able to describe that they are seeking asylum here in
and who have crossed the border to find work, reunite Streamline defendants plead guilty.67 Many of these the United States. So their stories are not getting heard.
with family, or flee from danger. USHRN along with defendants complete the entire criminal proceeding in So I just like to emphasize that any attempt to expedite
their partners and experts from the Phoenix hearing one day, including meeting with counsel, making an due process for people is missing a lot of what people
visited Operation Streamline in Tucson, AZ. As Albu- initial appearance, pleading guilty, and being sentenced. are fleeing from and we are sending people back to
querque USHRN testifier Deris Salgado, who had Appointed attorneys for the defendants represent up to countries that they are going be facing further violence
recently crossed the border traveling from Honduras 80 clients in one hearing, a fact that virtually prohibits and extortion and other horrible stories that we’ve
said, “[We] are seeking shelter to places where [we] run individualized representation.68 A testifier in Phoenix, been hearing.”70
no risk, where [we] can see that [we] would be in a safe Jose Maria, spoke of being in detention and seeing
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TOP: Medical Examiner’s Office, Tuscon, AZ. Showing bodies of missing
migrants found on border. Arizona Hearing Tour. July 2014.
Photo Credit: Alonso Parra.
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In its 2015 UPR submission, the U.S. Government “Ban, at the federal and state levels, the use of racial
made note of the concerns of “racial profiling and use profiling by police and immigration officers; Prohibit
of force” at the border, and cited as progress the release expressly the use of racial profiling in the enforcement
of new use of force guidelines from the U.S. Customs of immigration legislation.”73
and Border Protection, includRecent United Nations treaty body reviews
ing a new incident tracking sysRecent United Nations
paint a stark picture of the U.S. governtem.71 In its UPR report, the U.S.
treaty body reviews paint
Government also reaffirmed its
ment’s failures to address human rights
a stark picture of the U.S.
commitment to addressing
abuses in its approach to immigration. In
racial profiling of immigrants
2014, the UN Committee on the Eliminagovernment’s failures
and migrants, and ensuring
tion of All forms of Racial Discrimination
to address human rights
their human rights are upheld,
(CERD),
in reviewing the U.S. Governabuses in its approach to
although it does not offer spement’s record in upholding its treaty obligaimmigration
cific commitments or plans to
tions to CERD called upon the United
implement greater protections
States, within one-year’s time, to: abolish
for immigrants experiencing profiling and harass- “Operation Streamline” and deal with any breaches of
ment.72 However, these commitments come after simi- immigration law through civil, rather than the criminal
lar recommendations were adopted by the U.S. Gov- immigration system; undertake a thorough and indiernment during the previous UPR in 2011, such as vidualized assessment for decisions concerning
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detention and deportation; and guaranteeing access to
legal representation in all immigration-related matters.74 These strong recommendations from the CERD
committee on immigration practice and policy reform
were in part the result of the advocacy of civil society
members from Arizona attending the CERD review in
Geneva.75 The UN Committee Against Torture and
other Cruel Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT) expressed concern with the mandatory
detention in prison like conditions for immigrants.76
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Violence and Discrimination Against and
Harassment of Transgender Individuals

“I am trans Navajo woman and I am
proud of that and it took a while to get
to that point because of a lot of the
discrimination, a lot of the judgments,
a lot of the stigma that surrounds our
community especially in a rural setting.
But because of that discrimination
[towards my transgender identity]
and racism, [the discrimination]
affect[s] me as an individual, it
affected my family, and it affects the
people that are around me.”

Of paramount concern to testifiers at USHRN’s human
rights hearings are the hate killings of members of the
transgender community. According to a 2013 report
from the National Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs (NCAVP), the overall incidences of hate murders of members of the LGBTQI community remained
the highest ever recorded by the annual survey.78 Nearly
three-quarters of homicide victims were transgender
women and more than two-thirds were transgender
women of color.79 A 2015 report by the Human Rights
Campaign and the Trans People of Color Coalition
documented the murders of transgender individuals in
2014.80 They counted at least 13 killings of transgender
people in the U.S. last year, all but one of them were
identified as Black or Latina.

—Stella Martin, Gallup, NM hearing 77

In Gallup, New Mexico, Stella Martin, a member of the
Navajo Nation and a transgender woman, spoke of the
killings of two of her friends, Oliver Yazzie81 and Freddie Martinez,82 who were Indigenous and transgenderidentified, and the impact it had on her sense of safety
and well-being: “I know that other people with similar
stories like mine…the unfortunate thing is some of
them experience…extreme violence and are even
killed.”83

ABOVE: New Orleans Hearing, Nate Faulk, testifying from BreakOUT!,
October 2014.
Photo Credit: Mike Ward
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Violence against transgender and gender nonconforming people is a lived reality
for many in the United States—and is especially stark for transgender women of
color. This violence takes many forms, including murder, and sexual and physical
assault. Police perpetration of and indifference to the violence against transgender
individuals renders justice elusive for victims, and allows perpetrators of these
crimes to act with impunity. As such the U.S. Government fails in its human rights
obligation to protect against and prevent violence.
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Given the increased risk transgender individuals face
when it comes to serious violence, positive police
engagement with the community is paramount to
prevent, protect against, and respond to violence.
Unfortunately, interactions with police often devolve
into police harassment, police violence, and the arrest
of those trans-identified individuals seeking help.
The impact is especially pronounced for transgender
women of color. According to the 2013 NCAVP survey, transgender women of color survivors of violence were most impacted by physical and sexual
assault and harassment, including during their interactions with the police. Among all participants in the
NCAVP survey, transgender women of color were: 4
times more likely to experience police violence; 6
times more likely to experience physical violence
when interacting with the police; and 1.8 times more
likely to experience sexual violence. 84

VIOLENCE AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST AND HARASSMENT OF TRANSGENDER INDIVIDUALS

Right: Monica Jones testifying at Arizona hearing with Spanish translator on
her left. Phoenix, AZ. July 2014.
Photo Credit: Alonso Parra

In the lead-up to USHRN’s human rights hearing in These findings match a prominent thread of concern
New Orleans, the advocacy group BreakOUT! released from testifiers at USHRN human rights hearings—the
a report on police interactions with transgender indi- ways in which police target transgender individuals,
viduals, finding that police often stop transgender indi- especially transgender women of color, profiling individuals on the street, assuming they are engaged in sex viduals as sex workers, often mistakenly. Police profiling
work (activists have given this phenomenon the name and harassment compounds the maltreatment the
“Walking while Trans”). The report found that police transgender community experiences, pushing transgender
are much more likely to stop and harass transgender individuals away from the support and services they
individuals of color than their
need and deserve, and criminalwhite counterparts.85 For examizing their existence. This affects
Police profiling and harassment
ple, according to the survey data:
multiple human rights—including
compounds
the maltreatment the
87% of people of color reported
the right to safe, secure, habitthat they have been approached transgender community experiences, able, and affordable housing;
pushing transgender individuals
by police compared with 33% of
and the right to engage in proaway from the support and services
white respondents; that 57% of
ductive employment.
people of color respondents
they need and deserve, and
were harassed during the
In Arizona, Monica Jones spoke
criminalizing their existence
encounter compared with 6% of
of the impact of anti-prostitution
white respondents; that 75% of
laws and police profiling of
people of color respondents feel they have been tar- transgender women of color, and she described her
geted by police for their sexual orientation or gender own arrest: “I was arrested walking on the street from
identity or gender expression compared with 24% of my house to a bar. I got offered a ride, was proposiwhite respondents; and that 54% of people of color tioned by an undercover cop, then arrested for manifesrespondents have been assumed to be in the sex trade tation of prostitution. These laws target women, especially
(or a sex worker or “prostitute”) compared with 17% of women living in poverty in known prostitution areas –
white respondents.
low-income areas. If you’re a poor woman in a low-income
area walking into a nightclub you may be stopped.”86
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VIOLENCE AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST AND HARASSMENT OF TRANSGENDER INDIVIDUALS

Left: Members of BreakOUT!, New Orleans LGBTI youth organization for Know
Your Rights Campaign.
Photo Credit: Rush Jagoe, BreakOUT!

Right: BreakOUT!, New Orleans LGBTI youth organization, for Know Your
Rights Campaign, police firsks and searches.
Photo Credit: Rush Jagoe, BreakOUT!

In cases where a transgender individual is engaged in
sex work, experts and testifiers note the importance of
understanding the dynamics that may lead to participation in sex work. Frequently, many transgender
women face significant issues of employment discrimination or lack of economic opportunities to begin with,
and engage in sex work in order to survive. A 2011
National Transgender Discrimination Survey documented the connection between discrimination and
poverty for transgender individuals, and found a significant economic impact.87 The survey found that 34%
of Black and 28% of Latina and Latino transgender
respondents had a household income of less than
$10,000 a year. 41% of Black and 27% of Latina/o transgender respondents had been homeless at some point
in their lives. The testimony of Wendy Cooper from the
New Orleans hearings explains this phenomenon,
“Because of my identity and limited options, I was
forced to turn to sex work as a way of providing for the
basic needs of my survival, such as food, clothing and
shelter. Although I am no longer a sex worker, sex work
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as a means of employment is the reality for many trans
women, especially women of color.”88

confinement. One Arizona USHRN testifier came to
the human rights hearing to speak on behalf of a friend,
Marichuy, a transgender woman and immigrant who was
The stigmatization of sex workers and those profiled as currently incarcerated after being arrested for engaging in
such in connection with “zero-tolerance” policing in sex work. While in detention, Marichuy reported being
urban areas where poorer communities are being raped, and experienced unsafe conditions because
displaced, operate to
of threats from other
ensure that these populadetainees and guards.89
Arrests for sex work can lead to a cycle of
tions are disproportioncontinued exclusion from housing, other
While the U.S. Governately impacted by the
employment opportunities—and to devastating
ment’s 2015 submission
prison system. Overly
and life-threatening conditions of confinement
to the UPR discusses
broad laws criminalizing
government efforts to
such poorly-defined acts
as “loitering for prostitution,” or “manifesting intent to address discrimination against the LGBTQI community,
commit prostitution,” operate to ensure that these com- there is no discussion of the extraordinary violence
munities are “disproportionately impacted by the transgender individuals experience, of police harassprison system.” These community groups face addi- ment, or of the profiling of transgender individuals as
tional burdens of police violence and abuse. Arrests for sex workers and the impact the criminalization of sex
sex work can lead to a cycle of continued exclusion work has on the transgender community. Further, after
from housing, other employment opportunities—and the 2010 UPR the U.S. Government had adopted recto devastating and life-threatening conditions of ommendations to both: “Undertake awareness-raising
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campaigns for combating stereotypes and violence
against gays, lesbians, bisexuals and transsexuals, and
ensure access to public services paying attention to the
special vulnerability of sexual workers to violence and
human rights abuses; Take measures to comprehensively address discrimination against individuals on the
basis of their sexual orientation or gender identity.”90
In November 2014 the UN Committee Against Torture
expressed concern about police brutality and excessive
use of force against vulnerable populations, including
LBGTI individuals,91 and called for the U.S. Government
to: “Ensure that all instances of police brutality and
excessive use of force by law enforcement officers are
investigated promptly, effectively and impartially by an
independent mechanism with no institutional or hierarchical connection between the investigators and the
alleged perpetrators.”92

VIOLENCE AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST AND HARASSMENT OF TRANSGENDER INDIVIDUALS

Environmental Racism: Toxic Land, Air, and
Water and Access to Basic Utilities

“We are beginning to see the irreparable damage that is being caused to the land
on the surface. It is incomprehensible the damage that has been and is being
inflicted deep within the earth. With the scarcity of our underground water
resources, we are greatly disturbed that untold damage is being done to these
waters…The damage is clear, irreparable and unconscionable.”
—Chili Yazzie, Gallup, New Mexico 93

A healthy, safe, clean, and sustainable environment is
necessary for, and dependent on, the fulfillment of a
host of other human rights, including the rights to life,
adequate health, adequate housing, food, sanitation,
and water. The impact of environmental degradation
affects nearly every aspect of life for those living in the
most polluted environments in the United States. Water
is not safe to use (or safe water is not affordable or
accessible), the air is full of toxins, and the soil is poisoned with chemicals. The human rights to safe drinking water, safe living conditions, and sanitation derive
from the right to an adequate standard of living, which
is protected under, among other things, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which is fully applicable
to the United States.

In the United States, the most polluted environments
are concentrated in places where people of color and
poor people reside, work, and play. People of color
comprise more than half of U.S. residents exposed to
toxic pollution, despite comprising just 30% of the U.S.
population. African Americans are 79% more likely
than whites to live in neighborhoods where industrial
pollution is suspected of posing the greatest danger to
health. Indigenous Peoples, African Americans, Latinos, Asian Americans, and Pacific Islanders make up
69% of residents in neighborhoods where there are two
or more polluting facilities located in a cluster. Threefifths of Blacks and Latinos, and half of Indigenous
Peoples, Asians, and Pacific Islanders live in communities with uncontrolled waste sites.96

TOP: Indigenous Land still radioactive from 1973. Church Rock Uranium Spill.
Gallup, NM Human Rights Hearing tour, July 2014.
Photo Credit: Thomas DePree
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ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM: TOXIC LAND, AIR, AND WATER AND ACCESS TO BASIC UTILITIES

Left: Gay McDougall, Arizona and New Mexico Human Rights Hearings Expert.
Albuquerque hearing. 2014.
Photo Credit: Alonso Parra

Right: Indigenous Land still radioactive from 1973. Church Rock Uranium Spill.
Gallup, NM Human Rights Hearing tour July 2014.
Photo Credit: Thomas DePree

A number of testifiers at USHRN hearings across the
country spoke to the devastating impact massive pollution has had on their communities—separating them
from their families, destroying their land, and depriving them of even the most basic utility of clean water,
and making it very difficult to live in community with
one another. Many also spoke to how the privatization
of basic public goods has lead to a lack of access and
accountability for deprivation. As USHRN human
rights hearing expert Gay McDougall remarked at the
Albuquerque hearing:
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Governments have an obligation to respect the right
of groups—of minority and Indigenous groups—to
survive and survive as groups…when I see what I
have seen about the uranium waste…or [the industrial pollution], where I hear a consistent pattern of
government omission—it sounds like commission
to me. And that means to me like we got to talk on
a different level, levels that we only reserve for the
most serious cases, because you are being allowed
to die, and it is not without knowledge.97
In Gallup, New Mexico, testimonials focused on the
adverse environmental and health effects of years of
uranium mining—of particular concern to the Indigenous Peoples communities most at risk from the harm
the radioactive and toxic waste the mining creates.
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Millions of pounds of uranium have been extracted
from New Mexico since the 1950s for use in making
atomic weapons and to fuel nuclear power plants. The
process left behind millions of tons of radioactive and
toxic waste. Little has been done to clean up the waste
and, when waste has been removed, priority has been
given to predominantly non-minority communities
and at a much quicker pace than the process in minority communities. As a result, for minority communities
in New Mexico, vast areas of land and groundwater
remain contaminated with the radiation and heavy
metals left that are the byproducts of uranium mining
and processing.98 While proposed uranium mines in
the region promise to contaminate even more water
sources. This impacts every aspect of daily life for
affected communities. One USHRN testifier in Gallup,
NM, Talia Boyd, said:

So when they degrade the land it impacts our ability to grow healthy food, fresh food for our families. And as indigenous people we work off the
land and a lot of us are farmers and ranchers and
we have sheep and cattle that we also maintain.
And when our sheep eat contaminated grass or
contaminated water and then we consume them
that is how we are exposed to uranium contamination. Same thing with our ceremonial herbs
when we have ceremonies – our medicine is getting
contaminated from areas that have a bad uranium
mines near them and when we take them home
and have ceremonies we are also being expose to
them that way as well.99

ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM: TOXIC LAND, AIR, AND WATER AND ACCESS TO BASIC UTILITIES

“For many decades the community of San Jose has suffered from the nuclear
bomb industry, the oil and gas industry, metal processing for recycling, online
waste dumps, chemical industry and many others that have left a legacy of toxic
pollution of our land, water, and air - all because we are a poor working
community of Hispanics.”

Right: Caption: Steve and Esther Abeyta learning how to set up their own
air-sample collection device to measure pollution outside their San Jose home.
Credit: SWOP NM

—Esther Abeyta, Albuquerque, NM 94

There are 521 abandoned uranium mines across the
for a long time and it’s still on going. So for them to
Navajo Nation and about 293 across New Mexico,
come back and keep targeting our sacred sites and
which encompasses both tribal and all other land.100
rural communities they are overlooking our rights
The concentration of uranium mining in minority
to clean and plant, air and water. And so they have
communities results in higher risks of death and disdirect impact on all of us and when they desecrate
ease among those living in close proximity. Research
our sacred site that has a direct impact our psyche
has documented the devastating health impacts of uraas a people because that’s where we are sending our
nium waste—cancer, birth defects, heart disease, kidprayers and that’s where we are gathering our mediney disease, and hypertension among them.101 Despite
cine and that’s where we take pilgrimages and that’s
the known and severe effect of uranium mining, the
where our holy entities live.103
U.S. Government and state governments continue to
explore and permit new uranium mining operations in Albuquerque testifier Teresa Chavez explained the
and near these communities.102 As USHRN human flawed way the government measures acceptable levels
rights hearings testifier Boyd stated:
of waste: “There is such a thing as allowable limits [of
exposure to nuclear waste] so the government says,
As Grants is called the uranium capital of the world, well this is what’s allowable for waste and what we can
right now they are proposing a new mine near expose people to. And one of those allowable limits is
Mount Taylor and there are tribes in New Mexico based on reference man. So a reference man is – so they
and in Arizona that consider Mount Taylor a sacred look at this and say well, what is this substance or what
site and we’ve been fight to be protect our sacred site is this exposure going to do to a reference man. So
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that’s a 155.54 pound white male and how it might
impact that model, that ‘person.’ And it doesn’t take
into account women and women of childbearing age
and it doesn’t take into account elderly.”104
In addition to the impact of exposure to uranium mining, testifiers in New Mexico also spoke of the way air
pollution has crippled their public health and way of
life. In Albuquerque and its adjoining areas, studies of
air pollution have shown a greater concentration of
pollutants than are considered to be safe by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and that the greatest concentration of pollutants were found in minority
and low income communities—disproportionately
exposing these communities to higher health risks and
lower life expectancy.105
Despite requests, the government has failed to conduct
or disclose any impact studies of air pollution in Albuquerque, so local community groups have had to

organize and finance studies themselves.106 The results
demonstrate a clear pattern of pollutants concentrated
in the most vulnerable communities. In the neighborhood of San Jose, which is 93% Hispanic, air pollution
is 10 times higher than in other areas of Albuquerque,
including a chemical compound—chlorobenze—that
is linked to premature mortality; in the majority Hispanic neighborhood of Mountain View, where air pollution was well-above EPA’s approved levels, studies
found a larger share of lung, bladder, leukemia, and
brain cancer cases than was statistically expected.107 As
USHRN Albuquerque hearing testifier Steven Abeyta
shared, “A lot of people in my neighborhood get sick. A
lot of them have cancer. Right down just to the left of
my house I’ve got four people with cancer, just next
door—up the street we had three people that died from
cancer last year.”108

ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM: TOXIC LAND, AIR, AND WATER AND ACCESS TO BASIC UTILITIES

Activists have also raised concerns about the lack of
transparency in the process by which the government
grants permits to businesses that may add pollution to
the community, and the fact that there is no avenue for
residents to engage in the process. As USHRN testifier
Esther Abeyta said:

In New Orleans several testifiers spoke of their worry
about the city’s plan to place a school on a toxic waste
site in the city. The Reverend Lois Dejean, “Everyone is
rooting for this school. What will happen when they
[begin digging to build the school]?”112 Another testifier, Jim Raby, noted the history the city has of building
schools for predominantly minority children on toxic
waste sites. For this new site, the city will build on soil
that has “24 times the standard of…metal toxins.”113

Our local government and industries come into my
neighborhood armed with engineers, lawyers, and
politicians. They buy the land because its cheap,
they want to use our community members because Access to clean water was another theme at USHRN
its cheap labor. The only concern they have is about hearings. Increasingly water, which as a basic human
building their business and making a profit—they right should be a public good, has been privatized.114
don’t care about how [it] probably affects the health, The result is that more people are finding their enjoysafety, environment, and general welfare of the fam- ment of the right linked to their financial state, deprivilies of [our neighborhood].”109 As testifier Steven ing residents of their basic human right to an adequate
Abeyta noted, “And every time we go in front of standard of living. As earlier noted, people testified
these boards and legislative groups…we go in like a about the right to water in New Mexico and New
roaring lion…then you hear all the distortion from Orleans, and the deprivation of this right has been seen
the attorneys, the engineers—they tell the legisla- as a worst case scenario in Detroit.
“Racial segregation and environmental racism are here in Michigan, where 87%
tors no one has ever gotten sick from air pollution
110
and that [they shouldn’t] listen to [us].
In Detroit, where USHRN held a human rights hearing of the polluting facilities in the state are in Wayne County, and most African
in 2012, the city, in an effort to recover lost water reve- Americans living in Wayne County reside in Detroit. This is environmental racism.
The concerns over a permit process for determining nues, cut off water to thousands of residents, and raised
The auto industry has left behind some 40,000 contaminated sites. There is no
how land will be used were also raised at the USHRN the price of water for thousands more.115 The impact
hearings in Detroit and New Orleans. In Detroit, Simone has been immense on basic acts like bathing, cooking, federal, state or local law that requires a safe distance or buffer between industry
and drinking, and has disproportionately affected peo- and neighborhoods.”
Sagovac testified that:
ple of color. About 80 percent of people in Detroit are
Environmental permitting laws do not set any cap Black and 40.7 percent of Detroit’s population lives —Donele Wilkins, Detroit, MI 95
on the aggregate pollution from multiple facilities below the poverty line.116 According to one Detroit
and zoning laws do not require safe distances resident, “we’re filling up our buckets to flush the toilet,
between homes and an industrial facility, which to bathe with [...]. We can’t clean, we can’t wash ourmeans that you can have one facility permitted to selves, it’s really disgusting, and we need help. Half the
pollute your neighborhood or 20 facilities, it doesn’t people on my block have had their water turned off; we
matter. Our concerns about air pollution are sum- can’t pay our bills.”117 In 2014, reportedly 33,000 housemarily dismissed in environmental assessment holds, meaning 90,000 residents, were cut off from
services for late payment or delinquent payment of TOP: House in the River Rouge Community outside Detroit, MI. The U.S.
reports….111
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has found that sulfur dioxide (SO2)
water bills.118
levels in this area exceed safe levels for human health
Credit: Emma Lockridge.
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LEFT: Detroit advocates, including members of the Michigan Welfare Rights
Organization (MWRO) and People’s Water Board, rally for human right to water.
Credit: Daymon Hartley
Copyright © 2015 People’s Tribune

Where some residents have experienced water cut-offs, others have seen their water
bills raised exponentially when Detroit privatized their utility system. As one
USHRN testifier from the 2012 Detroit hearing said: “The goal here is to privatize
and take away from us the critical parts of public utilities, infrastructure, and services
that voters have the right to manage and set policy for either directly or through the
people we elect to represent us.”119 In fact, Detroit residents have seen water rates
rise by 119% within the last decade.120 On March 11, 2015, USHRN attending a
water review board hearing where hikes were again approved as much as 12.8%.121
The “burden of paying for city services has fallen onto the residents who have
stayed within the economically depressed city,” in which 80% of the population is
African American and 40% of the population lives below the poverty level.122

On October 18-20, 2014, the UN Special Rapporteur
on the Human Right to Safe Drinking Water and Sanitation, Catarina de Albuquerque, visited Detroit at the
invitation of civil society organizations. According to
the Special Rapporteur:
The scale of water shut-offs carried out by a contracted company since last year is an unprecedented
level. The utility has passed on the increased costs of
leakages due to an aging infrastructure onto all
remaining residents by increasing water rates by 8.7
percent. In addition, repeated cases of gross errors
on water bills have been reported, which are also
used as a ground for disconnections. In practice,
people have no means to prove errors and hence
these bills are impossible to challenge.123
In its report for its 2015 UPR review, the U.S. Government briefly mentioned climate justice—expressing
concern over climate change and noting it had worked
to provide access to clean water to the more than 12,000
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Indigenous people in communities living along the
U.S.-Mexico border. However, the government’s report
completely neglects to mention the right to water in
Detroit or other places across the U.S. similarly affected
by the denial of these basic human rights. The United
Nations has made recommendations to the U.S. before
on environmental racism. At the August 2014 CERD
review the Committee stated that they are “concerned
that individuals belonging to racial and ethnic minorities as well as indigenous peoples continue to be disproportionately affected by the negative health impact of
pollution caused by the extractive and manufacturing
industries” and they recommended that the government “Clean up any remaining radioactive and toxic
waste throughout the State party as a matter of urgency,
paying particular attention to areas inhabited by racial
and ethnic minorities and indigenous peoples that
have been neglected to date.” These recommendations
are in part a result of the advocacy of civil society representatives from New Mexico, New Orleans, and Alabama during the Geneva CERD review.124

ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM: TOXIC LAND, AIR, AND WATER AND ACCESS TO BASIC UTILITIES

Reproductive Justice

“The solution is for resources for basic health services to be available
for anyone that seeks them. That will help lower diseases, unplanned
pregnancies, and cancers. If we are able to achieve this, we will be able
to move forward. These services are important so we can focus on
bringing up our families, finishing our education, living full, healthy,
prosperous lives.”
—Paula 125

Left: Texas Human Rights Hearing testifier, McAllen, TX, March 9, 2015.
Credit: Credit: Chi Nguyen, Center for Reproductive Rights.
Middle: Texas Human Rights Hearing Rally, Poderosa , Community Organizer,
Brownsville, TX, March 8, 2015.

Right: Texas Human Rights Hearing, International Women’s Day march Nuestro
Texas Banner, organizer, Brownsville, TX, March 8, 2015.
Credit: Rebecca Landy.

The ability to make meaningful reproductive decisions At the March 2015 women’s human rights hearings in
has a significant impact on physical and mental health, McAllen, TX, many testifiers—nearly all of whom
socio-economic status and the right to life and self- identified as Latinas, immigrants, and low-income—
determination. Access to reproductive healthcare, par- spoke of the devastating impact the state’s restrictions
ticularly for women who are living in poverty and on reproductive health care have had on their physical,
women of color, is challenging because of lack of insur- emotional, and financial well-being.
ance, immigration status, and—especially in large
states like Texas—geography. Since 2011, Texas has A common theme among the testifiers was the serious
enacted a series of restrictive reproductive health poli- and significant decline in access to reproductive health
cies that have magnified these structural barriers to care since 2011, when the state cut its family planning
care. Such policies violate women’s fundamental repro- funding budget by two-thirds and prohibited Planned
ductive rights, including the rights to life and health, Parenthood—the state’s largest provider of family planning
non-discrimination and equality, and freedom from services—from receiving any state support for such
ill-treatment. Because the women most likely to be services because it has a brand affiliation with clinics
denied reproductive health care are those who face providing abortions.126 In the area around the Lower
multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination — Rio Grande Valley alone (where McAllen is located),
the government has a heightened duty to respect, protect 28% of state-funded family planning clinics have closed
and fulfill their human right to reproductive health care. since the cuts went into effect, and many others have
reduced their services and raised their fees.127

Credit: Chi Nguyen, Center for Reproductive Rights.
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REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE

Low-income women—who are more likely to lack
health insurance or the ability to pay out-of-pocket for
reproductive health services—are disproportionately
impacted by restrictions on reproductive health care,
such as family planning services, cancer screenings,
testing for sexually transmitted infections including
HIV/AIDS, and abortion services. With the closure of
so many clinics in the area, women have to pay more
for services and travel further to get them. One hearing
testifier, Josephina, spoke of the impact the clinic closings had on her access to preventative care:
I used to have two clinics near me, but now I have to
travel around 50 miles to my closest clinic…to
receive my annual checkups. This year, once again, I
need my annual exams: a mammogram, cervical
cancer screening, Pap smear, etc. But I do not have
access to these services because I lack transportation
and money even though I have a right to reproductive
health. Not knowing if something is happening in
my body affects me greatly.128

Immigration status compounds the barriers of cost and
transportation for many Latinas living in the Lower
Rio Grande Valley. Federal law excludes undocumented immigrants from eligibility for Medicaid—the
nation’s largest public insurance program for lowincome people—and places a five-year waiting period
on coverage for immigrants who are lawfully present in
the United States. Texas has additional restrictions on
eligibility for immigrants, preventing most immigrants
who are lawfully present in the United States from
qualifying for public health insurance even if they meet
income requirements.130 In large part because of these
restrictions, Texas has the largest uninsured population
in the country; over half of the women of reproductive
age in the Lower Rio Grande Valley lack health insurance
compared to 35% statewide.131

Another testifier, Teresa, summed up the lack of options
for many: “Now, I do not have access to any clinic. It
has been six years since my last annual checkup.”129
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While some testifiers had to travel greater distances to
find care, others have traveled outside the country to
meet their needs. One McAllen testifier, Claudia, said
that since the clinic near her closed, “I have had to buy
my contraception in Mexico.”132 But this option is not
available to many women who lack documentation to
re-cross the border into the United States.
When women do not have access to reproductive health
care, the results are devastating. For example, women
in the Lower Rio Grande Valley are more than twice as
likely to get cervical cancer and over 30% more likely to
die from this disease that is 100% preventable if
detected early.133 As McAllen hearing testifier Camilla,
noted, “If women do not have access to testing for
breast and cervical cancer they will die of these diseases…Throughout my life, I have heard time and time
again, in medical announcements that testing is prevention from death of a certain cancer…but our legislative
body in Texas believes differently. They have targeted the
rural, poor, and women of color from receiving these
basic human rights.”134 Another testifier, Paula, a promotora (community health educator/outreach worker),
said, “And it’s embarrassing because I teach on the
importance of getting a Pap smear every year, and I
have not received a Pap smear since my son was born
four years ago. I try to set up appointments, but they
have 6 months to a year waiting periods.”135

Throughout the United States, women have seen their
access to comprehensive reproductive health care
reduced significantly in recent years. From 2011-2014,
over 150 bills restricting reproductive health care
became law in 29 states136 The right to abortion is especially under threat; in 2014 alone, more than 250 bills
restricting abortion in nearly 40 states were introduced.137 In 2013, Texas enacted HB2, the most extreme
anti-abortion law in the country that has led to the
closure of over half the state’s abortion clinics—even
with the most harmful part of the law temporarily
enjoined by a federal court. Because only one clinic
remains in the Rio Grande Valley, women are forced to
travel long distances to receive a service that is their
constitutional right.

REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE

For women who are poor or living in
rural areas, abortion is becoming a right
in name only. The closure of so many
clinics in Texas has forced women to
travel much longer distances, increasing
the cost and burden.

Affording an abortion is made difficult by federal
restrictions on abortion funding, and mandatory waiting
periods and ultrasound requirements require women
to make multiple trips to a clinic. Low-income women
often lack the resources to travel multiple times to a
clinic, which requires childcare, time-off from work
(often unpaid), and the cost of accommodation near
the faraway facility in addition to the fee of the procedure.
McAllen hearing testifier Valentina described her
ordeal at the Texas hearing:

In spite of the solemnity of the testimonies and the situation of the women in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, they
are all embracing the human rights framework and
working to build a culture of resilency. As one woman
Alejandra testified:
Now, I am educating more women to demand their
rights so that what happened to me does not happen to them. Today, I am holding meetings in my
community to seek out clinics or programs that can
provide us with low-cost reproductive health services.
But I do not want my story to end here. I hope that
there will be more programs for women in my community so that they can exercise their human right
to reproductive healthcare.139

I would have much rather visited the clinic one time,
but the law is such that we must visit twice and be
harassed twice. I went through an ultrasound that
was unnecessary and invasive, something also
required by law. But if you can’t tell by now, I am
extremely privileged to have had access to a safe During the previous UPR the 2011 report of the Working
abortion at all. I used money I had saved because I Group of the UPR called for the U.S. Government to
wasn’t living paycheck to paycheck. I was able to ask “Review, reform and adequate its federal and state laws,
someone else for monetary help. I was not afraid to in consultation with civil society, to comply with the
call the clinic…because of my documentation status. protection of the right to nondiscrimination estabI had transportation, and I had people to turn to. It lished by the Convention on the Elimination of all
seems counterintuitive to believe that reducing Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), especially in
access to such things actually benefits women, but the areas of employment, housing, health, education
that is what our legislators have tried to convince us and justice.” However, the U.S. Government’s stated
is the truth. The truth is reducing access to abortion position on this recommendation was: “We disagree
doesn’t end abortion; it only makes it less safe. As with some of the premises embedded in this recomwe see more anti-choice laws being passed, it is the mendation… While we recognize there is always room
poor and undocumented who are affected first and for improvement, we believe that our law is consistent
with our CERD obligations.”140 The UN Human Rights
most harshly.138
Committee in 2014 came out with strong recommendations on this issue, recommending the U.S. Government: “facilitate access to adequate health care, including reproductive health-care services, by undocumented immigrants and immigrants and their families
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who have been residing lawfully in the United States for
less than five years.”141 Then again in 2014 review the
CERD committee noted that disparities in health care
were increasing – a demonstration of U.S. Government’s noncompliance with its human rights obligations
under CERD. The Committee recommended that the
U.S. Government “[e]liminate racial disparities in the
field of sexual and reproductive health.”
Yet the 2015 U.S. Government UPR report largely
ignores the existence of these entrenched discriminatory and restrictive reproductive health policies
including the reproductive and general health needs
of immigrant women, the report makes the general
statement “We are committed to eliminating health
disparities and promoting health, and we actively
enforce federal civil rights laws to help ensure that
all people have equal access to health care and social
service programs…. By law, all persons in the
United States, including persons without valid
immigration status, are entitled to emergency
health services.”142

But that is not enough and is why groups
on the ground continue to fight for all
immigrants to be able to access not just
emergency health care, but the basic
minimum preventive reproductive
healthcare they deser ve and are
guaranteed under international human
rights law.

REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE

REPORT CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

This report - Testimonies of Human Rights at Home: Documenting Injustice in the
United States - sheds light on the human rights violations witnessed throughout the
hearings that USHRN convened. The systemic issues covered in the report - violence
and harassment; abuse of power by police - targeting of black and brown communities,
immigrant communities, and transgender people; environmental racism and
access to basic utilities; and access to reproductive health - all stem from the lack of
enforcement structures and accountability mechanisms at both the state and local
levels to protect human rights in the United States.

The hearings demonstrated the central importance of
using an intersectional analysis in the struggle to realize
human rights as too often women live at the margins of
oppression that make them even more vulnerable to
human rights violations. For example, for the immigrant
woman at the Arizona hearing who testified to be sexually abused in a detention center, we must recognize the
unique and additional vulnerability of her being a
woman, an immigrant, and a person of color. This
report also recognizes the interdependence of rights,
that “all human rights are universal, indivisible, interdependent and interrelated.”143 For the transgender
testifiers who spoke of violence and harassment,
addressing their basic rights to live and feel safe must
also include their ability to secure a job without
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discrimination. There are still 34 U.S. states that lack
specific protections against employment discrimination
for transgender persons.144 Civil and political rights
cannot be enjoyed unless economic, social, and culture
rights can also be enjoyed, and conversely, people cannot avail themselves of their economic, social, and cultural rights, unless they can exercise their civil and
political rights.
These hearings gave community members opportunities
to share their lived experiences and to place them
within the context of a larger human rights movement
in the United States, thus helping build our collective
voice and power for justice and human rights.

CONCLUSION

In order to advance the
enjoyment of the full
spectrum of human rights
in the United States, USHRN
makes the following
recommendations:

1. The U.S. Government should authorize an independent National Human
Rights Institution to institutionalize and expand the mandate and
effective use of the Equality Working Group as a federal focal point for
coordination and implementation of human rights obligations.
2. The federal government should adopt a National Plan of Action for
Racial Justice to address systemic forms of racial discrimination.145
3. The U.S. Government should comprehensively coordinate and advance
implementation of ICCPR, CERD, and CAT and the recent concluding
observations from 2014 of each of the related treaty body committees at
all levels of U.S. Government, as well as the 2011 UPR recommendations.
4. The U.S. Government should take a strong position in favor of economic,
social, and cultural rights in recognizing these rights as key human rights
that make up the full spectrum of human rights in the United States.
5. The U.S. government should ratify without any reservations,
understandings, or declarations (RUDs) the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), as well as the:
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW),
the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), and
the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families.
6. The U.S. Government should implement all resolutions adopted by the
United Nations Human Rights Council, the findings of Commissions of
Inquiry, special procedures, and the Universal Periodic Review related to
human rights in the United States.
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